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Introduction
Food waste is finally receiving the attention it deserves,
and many creative solutions are being tested around the
world to reduce and redirect food otherwise destined
for waste. The Sources Food Hub in Surrey, BC was
established in 2019 to reduce food waste using three
means: education, recovery, and redistribution.
Food redistribution is not the only solution to the problem of food
waste, but it’s an essential one, as it allows us to apply the “highest
and best use” system to redirect food that would have been
wasted, to community members in need, without negative impacts
on the larger food economy. In our case, we capture good foods
directly from suppliers (primarily grocery stores and prepared-foodprocessors) and direct the food to agencies that serve people at
risk with as little handling as possible. It’s an efficient and effective
solution.
However, there is diversity among food redistribution programs
depending on whether you source from retail or farmers, whether
you deliver or allow partners to “shop” your stock, and more.
This handbook offers some guidance for the development of
such an operation and brings a wide array of questions for your
consideration. Hopefully, it helps you narrow your focus to those
questions that are key to your vision. You may want to read with
a highlighter in hand, so you can more easily refer to the portions
that are relevant to you.
At the Sources Food Hub, we redistribute the food we recover
to our internal programs as well as partner non government
organizations (NGO’s) that offer free food distribution or meals.
This involves a process of forming relationships with food
donors and recipient partners, and navigating the logistics of
receiving, sorting and redistributing food. We had an advantage
in that Sources operates two food banks that had already begun
some food recovery work, as many do, out of a small, shared
warehouse-type space in which a small walk-in cooler had recently
been installed, where we could start to develop our program.
With funding from the Walmart Foundation, advice from existing
programs, and lots of research into best practices from the
community, we have been able to scale up and diversify our food
recovery activities, slowly but surely.
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Statistics
About a third of edible food in Canada ends up
wasted along the food chain. Over half of this
happens before the food is even sold to the public,
particularly in the processing (e.g.: washing,
trimming) and manufacturing (e.g.: cooking,
freezing and packaging) sectors, where 43% of the
waste occurs. However, being further along the
“food chain” of packaging and shipping, we chose
to start with the recovery of retail food waste.

AllAllEdible
Food in Canada
Edible Food in Canada

Wasted
Eaten

Quick facts about food waste in Canada – that can
be used to interpret the data you collect on your
own program (see the final section, “Conclusion:
Evaluation” for more information):

30% OF EDIBLE FOOD
(was fit for human consumption)

IS WASTED.

»» The processing and manufacturing industries
are responsible for 4.8 million metric tonnes of
wasted edible food.
»» Retail is responsible for 1.3 million metric tonnes
of wasted edible food.

Whether it is eaten or wasted:

»» A meal weighs an average of 0.54 kg.
»» In BC, healthy groceries cost an average of $5.40
per kilogram.
»» Each kilogram of food creates two kilograms of
greenhouse gas emissions (CO2 equivalents)
and the consumption of 125 litres of water from
its production, processing and transportation
alone, with additional emissions created during
its decomposition – especially in a landfill.
Although households are responsible for 21% of
food waste, since only unopened non-perishables
are safe for food recovery from this source, this
source of food waste is not considered in this
document. However, the Sources Food Hub is
developing curricula for public education on
reducing household food waste; please get in
touch to obtain these.
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1 KG
of food

=
2 KG

CO2-equivalent
greenhouse gas
emissions

+
125 LITRES

water consumption
in production, processing
and transportation alone

STATISTICS

Liability and Legislation
Just as emergency medical assistance is protected
by provincial “Good Samaritan” legislation, the
donation of edible food is protected in most
provinces by legislation like BC’s Food Donor
Encouragement Act. This addresses a common
barrier to food donation, which is concern about
liability for potential donors.

Farmers may have an additional motivation
to donate, with tax credits like BC’s “Farmers’
Food Donation Corporate Income Tax Credit,”
which gives a credit for 25% of the value of a
food product donated to a registered charity by a
farming corporation. In its pilot phase, donations
in BC are only eligible until the end of 2020, but
donations can be carried forward up to five years.

The BC Food Donor Encouragement Act, for
example, states that a person (including a
corporation or its employees, etc.) donating
food is not liable for damages so long as
the food was believed to be fit for human
consumption. This protects grocery stores,
farmers and other food donors from liability,
so long as they had no reason to believe the
food was unfit for human consumption at the
time of donation. (See the appendix for BC
examples.) There have been no known cases
of litigation in Canada over donated food.
These Acts are not well-known, and many
potential donors may still be wary. Even if their
liability is waived, they are justified in being
concerned about the health and well-being of
the recipients of their food, if unsafe food is
distributed, as well as how such an incident might
impact their reputation. The best solution is
building trust, by building personal relationships
with owners and staff, and by demonstrating
professionalism in your work (for example, abiding
by Food Banks Canada’s best practices regarding
best-before dates – see the Resources appendix).
You can also consider working through a thirdparty organization that facilitates relationships
between donors and charities, such as those listed
in the section, “Food Suppliers”.

LIABILITY AND LEGISLATION
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Food Handling Regulations
In most regions, food handling is overseen by
health authorities (Fraser Health for example),
which set the rules and administrate inspections
for food facilities. Facilities must be inspected and
approved before commencing food handling and
storing, and this is generally renewed annually.
Some authorities will waive fees for these
inspections for food-distributing charities, and
most are happy to work with you to ensure you are
able to maintain food safety.
Specific requirements may vary between
authorities – such as whether every cooler must
have a thermometer, or whether food handlers
should wear gloves versus wash their hands,
but there are fundamental good food-handling
practices every food recovery program should
consider.
Consider the following basic elements of food
safety. A commitment to them, and to securing
the resources to maintain them, is absolutely
necessary before attempting to start a food
redistribution program. Remember to always
approach your local health authority with
questions. See “Food Safety” in the Resources
appendix for more detailed recommendations.
»» Perishable or “high-risk” foods include meat,
dairy, deli, prepared foods, and even cut
produce. This type of food makes up the majority
of what a food rescue program handles, as it
is what approaches its “best before” date, and
becomes unsaleable, the fastest.
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»» High-risk foods must NOT spend more than
two hours at warm temperatures (above 4°C),
totalled over the entire lifespan of that food,
from the donor all the way to the consumer.
Food that spends a total of two hours above this
temperature is no longer safe to eat and may not
even be safe for livestock.
»» Therefore, cold storage and cooling equipment
are essential to food recovery programs. Storage
for perishable/high-risk foods must be below
4°C. Checks and balances must be in place
to monitor temperatures and alert when the
temperature is not maintained, such as failure of
a cooler.
»» All food handlers need to know and follow good
hygiene practices, primarily:
• Not handling food when they are sick.
• Washing hands or changing gloves after every
possible source of contamination.
»» Food must be kept safe from contamination
during storage:
• Ready-to-eat foods (e.g.: salad greens or deli
items) must not be stored where they could
come into contact with high-risk foods like
raw meats.
• All foods must be stored in food-grade
containers away from chemicals or physical
contaminants like dirt, broken glass or
peeling paint.
• Food must be safe from pests – sealed and
stored off the ground.
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FOOD HANDLING REGULATIONS

»» A system should be in place to ensure foods
are distributed or served within best practice
timelines (such as Food Banks Canada’s
recommendations; see “Distributing Past Best
Before Dates” in the Resources appendix) and
disposed of when they spoil.

Food should be kept BELOW 4°C
IN STORAGE and TRANSPORTATION

»» Food whose safety can’t be verified should also
be disposed of – including packages that are
open when received, food that sits at warmer
temperatures for an indeterminate length of
time, foods processed in unknown conditions
(e.g. amateur canning) or foods that have been
exposed to consumers (e.g.: food offered at a
buffet). These foods cannot be assumed to be
safe, and it isn’t worth posing risks to recipients.
Note that there are additional provincial
regulations that govern the safety of a workplace,
especially if you will be using pallets and forklifts.
See the section on “Facilities and Equipment” for
more information.
Food that is available for rescue is largely perishable foods
that require diligent storage at correct temperatures.

FOOD HANDLING REGULATIONS
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Developing a Food Waste Rescue and Redistribution Program
Planning a Program
Developing a food waste recovery program is a
process – and never ceases to be so. The most
successful programs are those that strive for
continual development and improvement.
Food waste is currently nearly limitless. Your
success doesn’t depend on how much food you
can rescue today, but on how resilient and adaptive
your program is.
Loaves and Fishes Community Food Bank, has
operated a successful food recovery program
in Nanaimo, BC since 2012. They recommend
starting by making the most of whatever space
you have available, which demonstrates your
dedication and credibility to your community even
if your impact is small. This credibility will back
you up when you do seek funding to scale up, and
the processes you develop will ensure long-term
success.
The following sections take you through the
elements of a food recovery and redistribution
program. However, the choices you make will
change the scope of your options. Keep your
eye on your goals, be prepared to let go of
assumptions along the way, and be open to
unexpected solutions.

6

Loaves and Fishes Nanaimo demonstrates the success
a program can see over five to ten years.

This section is organized by:
»» Food Suppliers – an introduction to the nature
and needs of the sources of food waste.
»» Receiving Food Waste – technical considerations
for transporting, sorting and storing food.
»» Redistribution – directing food to highest and
best use.
»» Other Considerations – elements of a successful
program including tracking, volunteers/staff, and
facilities/equipment.
»» Conclusion – how evaluation can feed back into
your ongoing program development.
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Food Suppliers
Because food waste happens all along the food
system, and there is such an abundance of this
resource, there may be a range of opportunities
for you to recover food waste in your region.
Depending on your needs, there is a good chance
that you will be able to find multiple sources of
food waste that meets your needs. The challenge is
holding yourself back from attempting to do it all
and spreading your operation thin.

The following are the broad sectors involved in the
food system according to The Avoidable Crisis of
Food Waste1 report, and the percentage of edible,
avoidable food waste for which each is responsible
– reflecting the opportunity for food waste recovery
for each sector – from greatest to least:

Food
WasteAcross
Across the
the Food
Food
Waste
FoodChain
Chain
((All
ediblefood
foodwaste
waste
))
All avoidable,
avoidable, edible

Transportation
Production
%
5
6
%

Retail

Food service:
hotels, restaurants
& institutions

12%

43%

13%

Processors &
manufacturers

21%
Households
(waste can be reduced but not rescued)

1

The Avoidable Crisis of Food Waste: Technical Report, Value Chain Management International and Second Harvest, 2019.

FOOD SUPPLIERS
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Each sector has its own needs and barriers to food
waste recovery. For example, “ugly” or undersized
produce on farms is often not harvested and
instead ploughed into the soil, to avoid wasting
labour on unsaleable product; recovering this
food may require organizing volunteers to harvest
the produce, also known as “gleaning”. On the
other hand, food from restaurants and caterers
should not be redistributed if it has been exposed
to consumers; therefore, recovering food from
this sector may require extensive development
of a program to change service policies and train
staff so that they keep food in the kitchen until it is
needed, leaving the maximum amount of food safe
for donation.
The greatest portion of waste happens in the
processing sector, where raw foods are washed,
trimmed or otherwise made ready for use, and
the manufacturing sector, where ingredients are
prepared and turned into ready-to-eat foods. The
food waste from these sectors tends to be high
volumes of a limited range of products, and it may
have imperfections that require special processing,
both factors make the food challenging for
household use. As these businesses often don’t
have a public face, they may have less incentive to
protect or promote their image through food waste
recovery; these businesses may be more motivated
by the financial savings of reduced waste costs, or
by the promise of positive social impact.

To connect with food suppliers, there are many
new programs, including several apps. Examples
of these are listed below. Each serves distinct
regions but may be interested in expanding to a
new area if there is enough demand, or if there is a
local partner to facilitate its implementation.

Donations from farms may consist of large volumes
of a single product.

Donations from retailers are usually unpredictable mixes
of diverse perishable foods.

In all cases, we highly recommend the Industry
Food Donation Guidelines, an in-depth handbook
for food donors developed by the BC Centre for
Disease Control and Food Banks BC, available
online2. It includes compelling reasons to donate
and advice for potential food donors.

2
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www.bccdc.ca/health-professionals/professional-resources/food-donation-guidelines
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FOOD SUPPLIERS

Six Example Food Recovery Programs:
1. Food Rescue: non-profit (Second Harvest);
operating in Ontario, Metro Vancouver,
Vancouver Island
SERVICES:
»» Best-practices resources and guidance

»» Primarily handle prepared food
»» Recurring or on-demand deliveries
»» App for:
• Food recipient intake process: allows nonprofits to indicate needs and constraints

»» Screen social service organizations
»» Web tool listing specific donations available
»» Arrange a recurring donation, or exclusive
arrangement with food supplier
2. FoodMesh: private business; operating in BC
SERVICES:
»» Coordinate with food businesses

• Algorithm to match donations to non-profits
• Scheduling delivery of donation
• Tracking
5. Leftovers: non-profit; operating in Calgary,
Edmonton
SERVICES:
»» Match food vendors (retail, restaurant,
farmers’ markets) to service agencies

»» Web tool
• Listing and allowing claim of specific
donations available

»» Coordinate volunteers to deliver primarily lowrisk food directly from vendors (no meat/fish)

• Listing and allowing purchase of food sold
at steep discount
»» Coordinate pick-ups 7 days/week

»» App for volunteer drivers to arrange deliveries
and track their impact
»» Education in schools

»» Supply tablet and app for tracking
3. Loop Resource: private business; operating in
BC, Alberta, Saskatchewan
SERVICES:
»» Transport food waste from retailers,
wholesalers & producers to charities and
farms (focus on farms)
»» Can dispose of green waste, including
conversion to alternative energy
4. Copia: private business; operating in Vancouver
SERVICES:

6. Food Donation Connection: private business;
operating across Canada
SERVICES:
»» Help food service businesses (retail,
hospitality, institutions & distributors) to
develop and manage food donation programs
»» Link donors with food rescue groups or social
service agencies
»» Develop product quality/handling standards,
tax valuation, monitoring
»» Reporting system

»» Help schedule delivery directly to non-profits

FOOD SUPPLIERS
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Depending on your capacity and needs, however,
it may be simple to connect directly with a food
supplier such as a chain of grocery stores in
your region and avoid the complication of an
intermediary.
If your business community is raring to go, you
could develop an online tool, as simple as a form,
to help food businesses assess their potential
for donation. It’s just as likely, though, that food
waste rescue is a new concept in your business
community and connecting with food suppliers
will take some relationship-building, with or
without support from the matching programs
mentioned above. Relationships are built slowly
and may take some time before they are really
fruitful, but successful food recovery programs
depend on this “buy-in” from the supplier
businesses. Consider the time and energy spent
as an investment.
When making new connections, identify a clear
point-person at each food business and within
your own operation. Once you have an agreement
in place also get to know the supplier’s staff on the
ground who ultimately make the program work.
Suppliers appreciate business-style relationships,
with good communication, minimal extra work,
and partners who are easy to work with. Their head
offices will likely also appreciate transparency from
your organization, for accountability. At all times,
view yourself as a professional service – follow
through with the commitments you make!

3
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We recommend reading the Guidelines for
Food Distribution Organizations with Grocery or
Meal Programs3, written by the BC Centre for
Disease Control, particularly Part I: Section 4 on
“Relationships with Food Donors, Volunteers,
and other FDOs,” which gives advice on
developing and maintaining good relationships
and conducting your pick-ups in a safe and
professional manner.
Be aware that food donors, or matching
programs, may require specific practices, such
as disassociating food from a brand (i.e. depackaging) to protect brand identity, issuing tax
receipts, having drivers provide proof of identity
(to avoid theft), or having very restricted hours
for pick-up. You will need to weigh whether their
stipulations still make the donation worthwhile
to you.
If you do reach a roadblock with a company or
branch, consider focusing your efforts on other
relationships. Let the reputation your program
develops speak for itself. Or conversely, if you are
receiving from a supplier and the relationship
continues to be difficult (e.g.: high portion of
inedible foods) be open to connecting them with
another organization or a farmer who can make
the relationship work better.
See the Resources appendix for a “Sample MOU:
Between a Donor and a Food Rescue Program”.

www.bccdc.ca/health-professionals/professional-resources/food-donation-guidelines
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Questions to consider:
»» Who is your recovered food going to be used by,
and what types of food do they need? (E.g.: raw
ingredients in bulk, versus household groceries,
versus ready-to-eat foods)
»» Can you form a direct relationship with food
suppliers to meet your needs, or would it be
preferable to utilize a connecting or delivery
service?
»» Which of the available programs/apps might
suit your needs? It may be worthwhile contacting
a few to gain a better understanding of their
services, especially as their services may still be
in development, or they may be able to adapt to
your needs.

»» Will you charge a fee to the suppliers? Your
partnership may allow them to significantly
reduce their waste disposal costs, but it’s also
reasonable to treat each other as mutuallybeneficial partners, rather than offering a service
for a fee. Or, perhaps costs saved will allow them
to offer in-kind support, for example to purchase
foods that you still need, through their bulk
supplier at a lower cost.
»» Does the supplier expect tax receipts? If you have
charitable status provide them, but it is typically
the donating company that is responsible
for keeping records about the value of goods
donated.

• What services does the program offer?
(E.g.: Posting each item of food as it comes
available? How much information do they
provide? Coordinating regular pick-ups/dropoffs? Arranging volunteer delivery?)
• What do you have to commit to, in order to
participate? (Receiving regularly? Providing
transportation? Sorting the food and disposing
of unusable items?)
• What are the risks? (Will other organizations
be competing for the same foods, so your staff
have to watch the service constantly to spot
and claim the types of foods you can use? Or
might you be obligated to take food you can’t
use?)
• Do they charge a fee? (Can you afford it? Will it
save enough labour to be worthwhile?)

FOOD SUPPLIERS
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Receiving Food Waste
The logistics of handling food waste need to be carefully developed – with the understanding that your
program is going to evolve and adapt over time. Your program needs to be shaped around the end users
(whether for your internal use, or external organizations); consider how the food waste will be used, and
the program can be designed backwards from there. See the “Serving Rescued Food” and “Redistributing
to Other Non-Profits” sections if you are unsure about those needs.
For the purposes of this handbook, we’ll follow the process of transportation, sorting and storage that
will occur in different forms in any redistribution program.

Transportation
Food donors will often want their food picked up
daily, particularly grocery stores. This means staff/
volunteers and redistribution facilities may be
needed seven days a week.
Most food rescue programs pick food up from
the donors, although some donors may be willing
to deliver, possibly for a fee, which could be
cost-effective considering the alternative cost of
acquiring a refrigerated van.

Questions to consider regarding
transportation:

This small van is refrigerated and doesn’t require a special
license to drive.

»» What transportation resources are available to
your organization or within your means? What is
the capacity (size and weight limits)?
»» What is your labour capacity for transportation?
»» What is your infrastructure for keeping
perishable food cold during transportation?
(See “Food Safety” in the Resources appendix)
»» How many days per week can you pick up, given
your transportation, infrastructure and labour
capacity? How many donors could you handle in
that time?
Staff/volunteers can weigh and record food directly
from the delivery van.

12
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Sorting
Expect to sort the food you receive; for quality at
intake, and then for suitability to the end users.
Many food waste donations include a portion of
unusable food.
Traditionally, food banks and charities have
avoided accepting inedible food as a “dumping
ground”, but some food waste recovery programs
embrace the role – these invite donor businesses
to send all their food waste, which will then be
responsibly sorted and redirected as appropriate.
This maximizes the amount of food donated, and
minimizes the overall waste, but does require extra
labour, as well as additional costs for disposing of
unusable food waste and packaging.
Rescued produce in particular often contains nonedible portions. To reduce waste, donated produce
ideally is both sorted and trimmed. For example,
bags of fruit may need to be opened and sorted.
More labour-intensive practices include trimming
produce. If you choose to do so, ensure that you
have approval from your local health authority and
that your staff/volunteers are following good food
handling practices (e.g.: good hygiene) and the
appropriate facilities and tools.
Understand the concept of “best before” (BB)
dates; these indicate food quality, but do not
necessarily reflect on food safety. By contrast,
foods with “expiry” or “EXP” dates cannot be
distributed past that date (e.g.: baby formula), but
foods with “best before” dates typically can. You
can find a table based on Food Banks Canada’s
Guidelines for Food Shelf Life in the Resources
appendix for a summary of best practices for
common perishable foods.

RECEIVING FOOD WASTE

If you are picking food up daily from retail donors,
it’s unlikely that any of the food you receive will
already be beyond these best-practice timelines,
and if you can achieve the ideal of redistributing
food within 24 hours, this should never be a
concern while the food is in your facility. However,
you should ensure your receiving non-profits are
aware of these guidelines and of the BB dates on
the food they receive from you, and commit to
operating within them.
We recommend sorting food in order of priority,
especially if it is not able to be refrigerated during
sorting. All high-risk food (meat, dairy, etc.) that
stays at room temperature more than two hours
must be taken out of the edible food stream.
Therefore, sort dairy, meat, and deli first and get it
into refrigeration. Then, sort produce and bread,
and then finally any non-perishable foods.
Below are some traits to watch for in sorting;
these all cause foods to be unsafe for human
consumption (and these foods may not even be
appropriate for animal feed; see the section on
“Redistributing to Farmers”):
»» Open packaging (i.e. no layer left protecting food
because torn, rodents, etc.)
»» Mouldy
»» Rotting
»» Damaged/bulging cans or jar lids
»» Missing labels
»» Past BB date best-practice limit

The Sources Food Hub FOOD WASTE REDISTRIBUTION HANDBOOK
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Questions to consider for the sorting
of donated food:
»» What is your labour capacity for sorting/
trimming, in addition to your current volunteer/
staff work?
»» If your volume of food handled is small, can it
be sorted somewhere along the transportation
route (at pick-up, or before drop-off) or do you
need dedicated sorting space?
»» What is your infrastructure for keeping
perishable food cold during sorting, and
minimizing the length of time that any food is
exposed to warmer temperatures? (See “Food
Safety” in Resources appendix)
»» What can you do to simplify/facilitate your
sorting?

Consider ways to simplify and facilitate your
sorting, particularly to ensure that food that
requires refrigeration is never forgotten at room
temperature. Consider using a system of bins that
help communicate contents. For example, colourcoded bins can indicate whether the contents are
highly perishable, like meat and dairy that need
to be moved quickly, or lower-risk such as uncut produce. See the “Facilities and Equipment”
subsection for more on bins.
Whatever your system, communicate it to your
staff/volunteers, both in training and with highly
visible signage posted in several locations
including on the outside and even inside of coolers
and freezers. Keep these up to date if you change
the system.

»» Based on how long you expect to have to store
any high-risk foods, do you need to have stricter
standards than the guidelines for “best before”
dates, to ensure food is consumed within a safe
timespan?
Ensure that the tools your staff/volunteers need
are available and readily at-hand. A few dollars
spent on a boxcutter, a letter-opener for glued
boxes, or a collection of permanent markers will
pay for itself many times over, both in improved
workflow and communication, but also in reducing
frustration and confusion. Regularly ask your staff/
volunteers what simple improvements could be
made to their workspace or system. New people
will have new ideas. Share good ideas, but also
encourage your staff/volunteers to develop their
own systems suited to their abilities, which vary
among volunteers (strength, height, manual
coordination, etc.).

14

Sorting food ensures each item is stored at the correct
temperature and food that is past prime does not get
redistributed.
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Storage
Storing food is actually a last resort – the ideal
is to store food for as little time as possible. But
sufficient storage, particularly cold storage, is
essential for any program that doesn’t move food
directly from donor to final recipient.
Remember that the food you rescue will not keep
as well as purchased food, and therefore needs to
be moved quickly. You will need a system to ensure
that food is not lost in storage, resulting in waste.
The primary principle is ‘first in, first out’, but more
perishable foods also need to take priority.
However, in the rare case that food is becoming
backlogged, stay open to the necessity of
committing all of the standing food to animal
feed or green waste and start again with the new
day’s food. Obviously, this is not ideal, but it may
occasionally be necessary to regain control over
the system.

A consistent system and clear signage helps prevent
food waste.

Questions to consider for storage:
»» What is your infrastructure for the following,
sufficient for the volume of food you expect and
for the length of time you will need to store it?
• Refrigerated storage

Large, well-organized chest freezers can function where a
walk-in freezer is not available.

• Freezer storage
• Dry storage
»» How will you ensure that no food is forgotten
in your cooler space? Clear it out completely
at regular intervals, label bins by the day of the
week, or dedicate shelf space to specific days?

RECEIVING FOOD WASTE
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Redistribution
Use of food waste should be prioritized along a “highest and best use” chain.
1. The goal is for as much as possible of the food that is fit for human consumption to
be served to people according to your organization’s own values and priorities.
2. Food that is not fit for human consumption – but is also not mouldy or rotten, and
doesn’t contain animal products (except dairy or eggs) – can be fed to many types
of livestock.
3. Food that is mouldy or rotten, and all animal products besides dairy and eggs, should
be composted. Packaging should be recycled wherever possible.
4. Waste that is not able to be composted ends up in landf ill, incineration, etc.
(depending on your local facilities).

Priority Action to Reduce Food Waste
Reduce
Feed people in need:
redistribute & reprocess
Feed livestock

Compost

Landfill

16
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REDISTRIBUTION

Serving Rescued Food
The primary challenge for organizations serving
rescued food to their clients is the flexibility
needed to adapt a menu or program to ingredients
that change week to week and even day to day.
Because rescued food is closer to the end of
its edible life (though not the same as a “best
before” date), it must be served more quickly
than purchased ingredients. (Processing such
as freezing will extend that window – see
“Distributing Past Best Before Dates” in the
Resources appendix.) While there is an abundance
of some foods that organizations can rely on, most
food supply will be sporadic. The representatives
from the receiving organizations will need to
decide immediately whether they can utilize it
within just a few days – ideally, 24 hours.
Food waste also costs more to handle. For
example, if you are recovering food from retail
for large community meals, de-packaging
household-sized portions is much more labourintensive than handling a single commercialsized order of the same food. Also, some
rescued produce is rejected due to damage,
such as from bruising or poor weather before
harvest; utilizing this produce requires more
trimming and processing than purchased
produce, to maintain food safety and quality.
Foods are sometimes slated for waste because
of improper labeling, while other times food is
donated in unlabelled packages (for example,
from the bulk section of a store). Although it’s still
safe to eat, these foods pose a risk of unlabelled
allergens, and recipients should be made aware
of this.

REDISTRIBUTION

Note that, early on, organizations may accept
more food than they can actually use, causing
unintended food waste. It may take time to
appreciate how abundant the supply of food is.

Ready-to-eat foods can be a great fit for organizations
that don’t have facilities to prepare meals.

Although serving rescued food to clients requires
more menu flexibility, the ingredients are diverse
and high-quality.
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You will want to ensure everyone considers
the following guidelines regarding the
utilization of food waste:
(Further considerations for redistribution will be
covered in the next section.)
»» How will you be using the food?
(E.g.: redistributing in hampers, cooking
in a community meal, processing into a
product, etc.)
»» Is your current operation flexible enough
to adapt to the availability and variability of
rescued food?

Food that is of secondary quality but still safe
can be prioritized for processing to increase
its quality for human consumption (“valueadded” processing). This would include meal
programs, and possibly social enterprises – see
“Redistributing to Other Non-Profits” for more
information.
Purely commercial businesses, however, can be
encouraged to pay a low but fair rate to farmers
and producers for their currently unsaleable,
lower-grade products, rather than receiving free
food waste. This “seconds” produce is otherwise
a significant contributor to food waste, and to loss
of income for farmers.

»» What is your capacity for the added labour of
handling rescued food?
• Ensuring appropriate training is in place to
maintain food safety?
• De-packaging and processing rescued food?
»» If using rescued food will save you money, will it
free-up funds you can redirect to cover any extra
labour needed?

18
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Redistributing to Other Non-Profits
As a food waste redistribution program, you will
be taking on the bulk of the work of transportation
and sorting before you send your food to other
organizations. Communicating any questions
or concerns you have, to these partners, will be
important to establishing good relationships.
Remember that although your redistribution
activities are protected by the same provincial
Good Samaritan or food donation act that
protect donors, and receiving organizations are
responsible for their own food handling, the more
times perishable food changes hands, the higher
the risk that it will exceed its safe time spent at
warm temperatures – see “Food Safety” in the
Resources appendix. This puts increased pressure
on staff and your system to keep perishable
foods out of the temperature “danger zone”
(4-60°C). Ensure that receiving organizations
know good food-handling practices and have the
infrastructure and labour capacity to follow them.
Consider creating a simple application form
or survey for potential receiving organizations
to complete before proceeding to draft a
memorandum of understanding (MOU). This can
be a great way to communicate your expectations
while also assessing their needs and expectations.
When redistributing the food, consider allowing
other charities to “shop” your surplus, browsing
designated areas of your storage rather than
having you set foods aside for them. This way they
can choose only the foods they can utilize and
reduce the risk of creating waste on their own end.

With some adaptation, food banks are well-suited
to redistributing rescued food.

of the programs that are using recovered food
well or invite potential recipients to hear from a
successful partner speaking on their experience
working with you.
See the Resources appendix for a “Sample MOU:
Between a Food Rescue Program and a Secondary
Non-Profit”.

If you find that the organizations in your
community are resistant to receiving rescued food,
consider focusing on the leading partners who
are willing and eager, and use their experiences
as part of your promotion. Invite media coverage

REDISTRIBUTION
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Questions to consider when redistributing
food waste to secondary organizations:
»» Do you need to set food aside for your own
programs first? (e.g.: your food bank or
community meals.) If this is managed by a
separate branch of your organization, think
about how you will coordinate.
• What will your system be for choosing which
foods, and how much, are needed for your
programs?
• Then, can you clearly separate or mark the
surplus food that is available for redistribution?
»» What are criteria for eligible organizations?
Consider making a list in order of priority – your
list will depend on your organization’s values.
• Consider developing an application form
to collect this information, such as the
demographics of their clients, as well as for
transparency and accountability.
»» Can they assure you of their capacity to handle
food safely and keep it safe? (You can ask the
same questions above about storage, etc., in
“Serving Rescued Food”.)
»» Do they have limitations on what they can utilize,
for example due to funding stipulations? (e.g.:
Government-funded programs may not allow the
use of food past its best-before date.)
»» What are their expectations in terms of the
amount and frequency of food they will want,
and does it match what you can offer?
»» Do you need a regular, scheduled commitment,
or can they drop in as needed, perhaps between
specified hours?

20

Rescued produce may be appropriate for grocery
delivery programs, or for community meals.

»» Will it work to have them “shop” your available
food, perhaps from dedicated areas of your
cooler/storage? Or are you willing to set aside
(and take responsibility for) specific foods they
request?
»» Will they come pick up their own food, or do they
need it delivered?
• If they pick it up, do they have the capacity
to keep it at safe temperatures during
delivery? See “Transportation” above. Have
a conversation about basic transportation
infrastructure, like camping coolers or
insulated bags and thermometers.
• If they want you to deliver food, do you need
them to cover your costs? Or is there another
way they can contribute to your program, such
as by supplying a volunteer for a weekly shift?
»» What data do you want them to track? The
demographics of their clients may be valuable
for your reporting.
»» Ask whether they are experiencing food waste
on their end, and whether you can adjust the
redistribution or the process to reduce any
waste.
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Redistributing to Farmers
Livestock feed is an excellent destination for foods
that are still nutritious and non-toxic, but whose
volume or quality is below standard for human
consumption.
NOTE: We do not recommend redistributing any
products containing meat to livestock farmers.
Feeding meat to animals (even omnivores like
poultry and pigs) risks transferring serious
diseases including mad cow disease and hoof and
mouth disease. For this reason, unless approval is
obtained from the Animal Feed Division, feeding
meat products to livestock is explicitly illegal in
Canada. For more information, see the Canadian
Food Inspection Agency’s Feed Registration
Procedures and Labelling Standards, Chapter 3.19,
“Recycled Food Products”. It is easiest and safest
to simply avoid sending any animal products,
except perhaps eggs and dairy, to livestock
farmers.
Livestock such as pigs and chickens can be fed
nearly any other food waste that is free from
mould, rot and toxic bacteria. However, this
means that food set aside for farmers needs to
be moved quickly so it does not develop mould
or toxic bacteria. Certain foods are also not

appropriate for certain animals, such as citrus for
poultry, and some root vegetables like potatoes
are often not liked by pigs (unless cooked, which
is labour-intensive). Heavily packaged foods are
also unlikely to be appealing to farmers due to the
labour required.
This arrangement is mutually beneficial, not
simply a service to farmers; rescued food is less
nutritionally dense than an equivalent weight of
diet-balanced commercial feed, and sorting and
especially unpackaging food is labour intensive.
Utilizing rescued food is not worthwhile for the
farmer if the labour exceeds the cost of purchasing
an equivalent in feed. On the other hand, the
farmer is helping you ensure food goes to highest
best use, and saving you significant disposal costs.
After some basic sorting, farmers can decide
for themselves whether your food waste is
appropriate for their animals, but their long-term
commitment to your program may suffer if you
leave too much work for them. You may find that
a couple farmers take the majority of the food you
offer, but maintaining a whole roster is valuable
for adaptation to change. Expect to do ongoing
outreach to maintain a sufficient list of farmers.

May be appropriate for animal feed

NOT appropriate for animal feed

»» Open packaging (torn, etc.)
»» Bruised
»» Damaged cans
»» Misprint or illegible labels
»» Low-risk foods past BB date
best-practice limit
»» Contains dairy or eggs
»» Cosmetic damage
(e.g.: squished baked goods)

»» Contaminated
(with chemicals, pest feces, etc.)
»» Rotting
»» Bulging cans
»» Missing labels
»» Mouldy
»» Contains meat
»» Contains medications

REDISTRIBUTION
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Questions to consider when redistributing
food waste to farmers:
»» Do you have the capacity to sort the inedible
food waste further, to separate what is
appropriate for animals to consume?
(See above)
»» What do the farmers expect? Start by connecting
to some farmers who are interested. Are there
further limitations to what they can use?
»» How much packaging are the farmers willing to
handle? How much unpackaging can your staff/
volunteers do? (This may be a good job during
any down times at your facility.) You may have
to agree on a packaging threshold, and this may
also range depending on the nutritional quality
of the food.

Baking is generally available in excess and becomes stale
quickly, and so is a common food to pass on to farmers
as long as it doesn’t contain meat.

»» Do you have the space to store the food at a
reasonably cool temperature?
»» Can you find enough farmers to take the food
frequently, so that what you set aside for them is
used before it spoils or attracts pests (including
fruit flies)? Daily is a good minimum, more
frequently in the heat of summer unless you are
storing in a cooler.

The ideal produce for farmers is no longer fresh, but has
not yet started to rot or mold.

»» Can at least one of the farmers be available on
short notice, in case you have an unexpected
high volume?
»» Farmers’ footwear is often unsanitary. Can
you arrange the process so that farmers don’t
need to enter areas where food for human
consumption is handled? Consider bringing the
bins out to their truck.
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Composting and Recycling
All food waste recovery programs will handle
food that is not fit for livestock consumption (see
previous page – typically meats, overstocked or
spoiled breads, or produce that farmers don’t
want like citrus or root vegetables). It is best to be
prepared for and accept these situations, rather
than feel pressured to redistribute foods that really
are not appropriate.
Our recommendation is to prioritize biofuel
capture (a controlled composting process where
methane is captured from the food waste for use
as a “green” fuel) if it is available. However, any
composting process that includes aerating, or
turning of the compost, will be an improvement
on disposal in a landfill, which causes methane
to be released into the atmosphere. But access
to composting facilities can vary greatly across
Canada. As a “business”, you may not have
access to free green-waste pick-up even if your
municipality offers it to residents, and commercial
green waste pick up can be a significant expense
– a good motivation to successfully send food to
people and farmers first.

Questions to consider:
»» What are your options for green-waste handling,
including municipal pick-up, private pick-up,
delivery to a facility or transfer station, or your
own composting?

Be prepared to recycle packaging in large volumes.

»» How much work would each option require?
Do you have the labour available?
• For example, if you choose to do your own
composting be sure you fully understand the
limitations (e.g.: animal products are not
recommended for standard bin composting),
and the labour commitment to tending
the compost so that it doesn’t cause other
problems, such as attracting pests or causing
unneighbourly odors. Among other best
practices, it shouldn’t be located anywhere near
your food handling facility.
»» What volume can be handled by each option?
If you find you have more waste than expected,
can it be scaled up? Can it handle a sudden
large volume if necessary (e.g.: your cooler stops
working overnight)?
»» Practices can vary widely between composting
companies. Do you have the luxury of
investigating and choosing the option with the
most responsible practices?

»» What would each of your options cost, and
what can you afford? There may be extra fees
for pick-up if your green-waste is contaminated
with non-compostable items such as packaging
(or even produce stickers). Or, can you find a
private company that will donate its labour as a
sponsorship?

REDISTRIBUTION
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Recycling of packaging is also a major consideration
for food rescue programs, especially if you are
unpackaging produce to trim, or for livestock. You
may need commercial-scale recycling services,
since many of the plastics common in food
packaging are not accepted by municipal services,
but even in high volumes recycling is generally
cheaper than landfill fees. In small volumes, it may
be simpler to take it directly to a free facility.

Questions to consider:
»» Are there recycling options for the packaging you
expect to have?
»» How does the recycling service want the
materials sorted? For example, some facilities
require that some materials are bundled in
particular ways.

The Last Resort: Landfill
Food that decomposes in landfill emits particularly
potent greenhouse gases – in addition to other
potential problems, such as contamination of soil
and aquifers, and attracting and harming wildlife. It
is therefore the option of last resort for food waste.
The most likely foods to end up in landfill are:
»» Heavily packaged foods that have spoiled.
If you have enough labour, it’s always better
to de-package and send these foods to be
composted, but sometimes this simply isn’t a
worthwhile use of the labour that is available.
»» Foods rejected by or inappropriate for your
chosen green-waste process.
You may also have packaging that is not able to be
recycled.
Consider how you will minimize these sources of
waste, but then also how you will handle it when
there isn’t another option at hand. Familiarize
yourself with your local landfill facilities so you
know the process when these situations arise.
Programs we have talked to pride themselves in
how little waste they produce – but they are also
realistic that they need to have this option when
the alternative is that inedible waste bottlenecks
the entire redistribution process.

If separated by type, there are often recycling options
for packaging including soft plastics.
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Other Considerations
Tracking
The goal of your program may be twofold:
reducing food waste and feeding people in
need. Tracking the impact of your program will
help you know how successful you are at each
goal. Data collection can’t be an afterthought,
but should be integrated into the food rescue
process, for monitoring the effectiveness of your
program. Of course, the data is also valuable for
communicating your impact to others, including
your partners, the public, and donors.
Tracking takes time, but it is also essential for
traceability – knowing where food comes from and
where it goes, in case of a food safety problem.
See the “Traceability” section in the Resources
appendix for more information. If there is a
problem with food you have distributed and it isn’t
related to a recall, you need to be able to trace the
path of that food from donor to client, identify who
was responsible along the way, contact anyone else
who be affected by the problem, and determine
whether it can be prevented in the future.
If you are working with an intermediary body
that is helping you connect with donors, you
may already be required to track certain data.
However, the data you collect should ultimately
serve the development of the program, and you
may find your needs are different than that of the
intermediary.
Choose one or two metrics that are most
important to you and check them regularly. In
particular, consider tracking the value of the food
you distribute (this can be estimated from the
weight), and the costs of operating the program.
See “Conclusion: Evaluation” for information on
how to calculate and use these numbers.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Regular and consistent record-keeping is essential for
monitoring the effectiveness and impact of an initiative.

Other valuable metrics may include the types of
the food you distribute (potentially more diverse
and nutritious than standard donated foods), the
number of agencies you have partnered with, the
number of people served, or the disposal costs you
have saved for your food donors.
»» Note that measured weights will be skewed by
the inclusion of boxes, and especially pallets
(if you have a pallet-ready scale). Consider
designing your recording system so you
can enter the type of pallet or box, so it is
automatically subtracted.
»» The weight of food received per donor (perhaps
edible food only) gives valuable data for both you
and the donor.
»» Remember the weight rescued will be higher
than the weight distributed, depending on
how much of what you receive is unfit for
consumption, or spoils before distribution –
also a valuable number to know.
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»» If your organization operates a food bank,
you may already track the weight and types of
food at the point of distribution. Ensure your
categories help you understand the diversity and
quality of what you distribute – consider: meat,
produce, baked goods, dairy, and prepared foods
(or “deli”), plus grocery (non-perishables).
»» Your traceability measures will also help you
track how much food is distributed to each
type of external program. Most non-profits also
collect demographic data on their clients, so your
recipients may be able to share this with you.
Besides quantitative data, it’s important to conduct
qualitative evaluations, both with your food donors
and with your receiving organizations, to talk
about what’s working and where there is room for
improvement in your program.

Questions to consider:
»» What data will help you decide how well your
program is doing?
Consider:
• Weight of rescued food, especially by category.
• Proportion of distributed food that is rescued
versus donated and purchased, if applicable.
• Costs saved by rescuing food when it would
otherwise be purchased, including for any
redistribution recipients, as well as where you
were able to redirect those funds if applicable.
• Number of people impacted by the program,
and demographic characteristics.
• Proportion of food that does not ultimately
reach people, and where it goes instead.
• Proportion of food that does become waste –
a potential indicator of problems along your
system.
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• Other measures your donors would like you
to track.
»» How will you maintain traceability?
Consider these basics:
• Checking and recording the temperatures
of cooled foods at each pick-up and delivery
(and actively delegating perishable foods that
are warmer than 4°C to animal feed or green
waste)
• Recording the contents of each delivery and
where the food came from
• Tracking who is working each day (staff and
volunteers)
• See the “Traceability” section in the Resources
appendix for more advice
»» How can you integrate evaluation into your
work?
Consider:
• Keep a scale with a capacity of at least 200
lbs. in your facility at the point of unloading.
(Alternatively, keep a scale in each truck to
weigh food as you load it.)
• Account for the weight of bins or boxes.
• Have a simple recording system: a set of
clipboards with spreadsheets, or a tablet or
central computer with a form. Online forms
are very adaptable, and can automatically enter
data into a live spreadsheet, e.g.: with Google
Forms or Smartsheet (a subscription-based
spreadsheet program with more integration
options).
• Ensure each day’s data is entered promptly
and stored, and that the numbers are checked
against expectations to catch errors.
»» How do you want to communicate those
numbers?
Consider:
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• Making your data relatable. See the section,
“Conclusion: Evaluation” for reference
numbers such as the average weight of a meal.
For example, you can:
 Translate the weight of food distributed to
meals.
 Translate the weight of food distributed to
market dollar value.
 Translate the weight of food rescued
(including what is fed to livestock) to averted
waste of greenhouse gas emissions (see the
section, “Statistics” in the Introduction).
• Collecting impact stories from your clients or
redistribution partners.
• Taking quality photos of the positive effects
along your process, including happy farmers
and their livestock.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
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Volunteers and Staff
Food waste redistribution is such a win-win idea
that it may not be difficult to find interested
volunteers with some basic outreach through
press releases, media interviews, or social media
campaigns. Ideally you will have the ability to
choose the staff/volunteers who will be the best
fit. As the BC Centre for Disease Control says in
its Guidelines for Food Distribution Organizations
with Grocery or Meal Program, “Staff and
volunteers must be suited to their assigned tasks
(dependable, responsible, and personable) and
should receive adequate training and orientation
to carry out those tasks in a professional manner.”4
Take the time to communicate your organization’s
history and goals, and the expectations of the role.
Volunteers and staff are equally worth investing in
with training, as assets to the project. Nanaimo
Loaves and Fishes recommends creating a positive
work environment through smooth operations,
good pay, and by encouraging innovation. They
have found the return to be improved satisfaction
and efficiency – for example, they discovered that
an instant hot-water system could make a world of
a difference for the comfort of staff washing bins in
their unheated warehouse, and it likely improved
the thoroughness of the washing work, too.
See the final section, “Conclusion: Evaluation” for
more on getting input and feedback from staff/
volunteers.

4
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Volunteers/staff can use a well-organized trimming
station to save more of the produce rescued.

Some considerations:
»» Carrying food is quite physical. You can try to
limit the weight of boxes to 30 lbs. but ensure
your volunteers/staff are prepared for exertion.
Review good carrying practices (lifting with
knees, asking for help when needed). Where
possible, reduce physical demand such as with
carts or pallet jacks.
»» Certain tasks require safety precautions. For
example, provinces may require that forklift
operators and other staff working around
them have specific training and equipment.
Opening boxes or trimming produce also
requires safe use of sharps, and other hazards
exist throughout the process. Consult with your
provincial worker’s safety agency.
»» Food safety is essential to the food rescue
process, and staff and volunteers are both likely
to find themselves in situations where they need
to make decisions. Equip them well with food
safety training, such as FoodSafe in BC, with
higher levels of training for those in decisionmaking or supervisory positions.

Guidelines for Food Distribution Organizations with Grocery or Meal Programs, BC Centre for Disease Control, 2016, p17.
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Facilities and Equipment
Start small with the resources that are available
to you – while keeping a keen eye out for the
operational changes that will have a big impact.
Regardless of your resources or situation,
continual engagement with the staff/volunteers
who conduct your work will help you discover
where the sources of bottlenecks, confusion, and
even small injuries are in your process and what
equipment or changes in layout would ease those.
In planning your space, map out your flow
of product. “Lean” management principles
recommend developing a flow in one door and
(metaphorically, at least) out another, ideally in a
linear path for the product without crossing paths
and with minimal travel distances between each
point. Remember to prioritize more perishable
food, so it can be accessed and transported
most easily.

coolers, transportation equipment, various types
of bins, drains, etc.
Spaces should be well-lit and ventilated and
materials should be durable (commercial-grade).
Ideally there should be enough space around
and under furnishings for cleaning; particularly,
all food-contact surfaces should be made of
food-grade materials and be as easy to clean as
possible. This includes bins, but also tables, walls,
and floors. You will need janitorial equipment to
clean these surfaces thoroughly, including proper
sanitizing chemicals, to maintain food safety. Your
health authority may require a sanitation plan that
describes how your staff/volunteers will keep food
areas clean. See the “Food Safety” section of the
appendix for more information.

Pallets offer a standardized system for
transporting goods. They are used in nearly all
food distribution/retail operations, so working
with this system offers greater efficiency and
compatibility. To accommodate pallets, facilities
need to be designed around the demands of
the forklifts. Dock-level loading bays are the first
necessity. Forklifts and pallet-jacks of different
types can then move pallets off and on trucks,
around the warehouse, and directly onto shelving.
Forklifts must be maintained and inspected, and
operated by trained staff/volunteers, according to
provincial laws.
Be willing to invest in equipment for safety,
and efficiency. Nanaimo Loaves and Fishes
recommends investing any lump-sum funds into
good equipment and facilities upgrades that make
your operation run smoother, benefitting your
program for years to come. These may include
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This bread slicing machine helps meet recipients’
needs. It fits under industrial shelving that is designed
to work with pallets and forklifts.
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Walk-in coolers are a particularly valuable piece of
infrastructure for food rescue work. Commercialscale units are expensive, but besides their
capacity, they’re also much easier to use than
other types of refrigeration. Stand-up fridges
and freezers lose cold air every time the door is
opened, while chest freezers are prone to “lost”
food in their depths. Moveable refrigerated trailers
are also available for outdoor storage, though they
may be dependent on a high-grade power source.

If you aren’t able to use your own bins (e.g.: if the
third-party program you use has specifications
for bins, or if there are multiple recipients from a
donor so that bins will get lost), you could dedicate
specific shelves or areas of your vehicle and
storage for particular types of food, or particular
temperature destinations. Label them well and be
consistent.

To ensure that food is stored at the right
temperature, colour-coded bins are an option
to consider. They provide an easy way to
communicate the contents of any bin from the
donor through to the user, without having to open
it each time. The primary goal is to reduce the
risk of perishable foods being stored at an unsafe
temperature, by helping each person who touches
a bin know what is inside and be prepared for
handling that kind of food.
Bin colour systems can be as basic as three
colours (e.g.: blue for refrigerated and red for
frozen, with banana boxes used for everything
else), or as specific as six colours (e.g.: green
for produce, red for meats, blue for dairy/eggs,
yellow for baked goods, grey for shelf-stable foods,
black for foods already inedible). An alternative is
labeling or spray-painting bins.

Other modular systems that fit with forklifts include
these stackable, washable produce bins.

In addition to colour-coded bins, Nanaimo Loaves
and Fishes uses pallet-sized “mega” tote bags for
breads or recyclable packaging – light materials
that can be piled in without harm. Meanwhile,
heavy or delicate foods may be best transported in
smaller bins to reduce damage or injury.
These stackable totes are in a size that is fairly
comfortable to carry, and their attached folding lids
are easy to open and close.
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Questions to consider:
»» Firstly, ask how infrastructure can be minimized.
Could food be transported by refrigerated
truck directly from the donor to the recipient?
Remember the goal is to move food quickly.
In an ideal world, your system would be so
direct and efficient you wouldn’t need elaborate
facilities to accommodate it.
»» For the facilities you do need, are you able to use
pallets, and develop your sorting and storing
system around them? Even on a small scale they
may reduce labour. If so, seek a knowledgeable
person to help you design (or re-design) your
facilities and source equipment.
»» What is the flow of your sorting process?
This determines everything else:
• How will food be delivered? (On pallets in a
truck?) Can you supply your food donors with
equipment that starts the process off on a
good foot? What steps can you take to organize
food before it even reaches you? (For example,
supplying bins for the donors to use that are
colour-coded for refrigeration, freezing and
room temperature storage.)
• If your first step is weighing, then the scale
and recording equipment should be closest
to the loading dock. If your food never leaves
the truck, this equipment will need to be in the
truck box.
• If the next step is sorting, you may need foodsafe tables at a comfortable height, box cutters,
cutting boards, and a way to keep the sorted
food distinct from the unsorted. Minimize the
risk of contamination between foods. This is
where more specific colour-coded bins are
helpful.
• The next step is storage (unless you’re able to
send food directly out the door again). How
long will you have to store it? How much
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cold storage infrastructure will you need to
accommodate the volume you expect? Can
you add to it if needed, e.g.: is there space for
additional chest freezers?
• If the next step is redistribution, how will
that be accommodated? Will your partner
organizations need to be able to shop your
food? (Then consider dedicating a shelf to
what’s available and clearing it daily, and plan
for how they can access this space without
getting in the way of your staff.) Will you deliver
pre-determined foods? (Then consider where
you will store these and track what food is
going where.)
»» Plan the other elements of your work around this
primary flow:
• If you will be removing packaging, where will it
be stored for recycling?
• Where can you keep your food that destined for
farms, so it’s accessible for the farmers without
needing them to enter clean areas (and so the
food won’t attract rodents)?
• Where can you keep your green waste so it’s
accessible for the collection company (and
won’t attract rodents)?
• Where will you wash and sanitize your bins?
• Where will they be stacked for use?
A final note on facilities: Kitchens are valuable, but
not essential for food waste recovery. If you are
interested in a kitchen for processing of low-risk
foods such as damaged fruits and vegetables,
household-standard equipment may suffice. If
you would like to prepare large meals, or process
high-risk foods such as meats, look into the costs
of a commercial-quality inspected kitchen. Keep in
mind that it may be more cost-effective to lease an
existing one than to install your own.
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Conclusion: Evaluation
Your tracking system (see “Tracking”) should be
supplying you with valuable data for evaluating
your program. Evaluation is most straightforward
when you are counting a limited range of key and
meaningful data. Two indicators that Nanaimo
Loaves and Fishes recommends are: the value of
the food you distribute, and the cost of operating
the program. Where possible, access historical
data – either where you started, or what the
scenario might be if you didn’t do food recovery
(based on industry averages).
Consider converting some of the more abstract
data, such as the weight of food distributed, to
numbers that your staff, your funders, and your
community can relate to. For example, weight of
food can be converted to estimated dollar value, or
to meals equivalent, based on national averages.

per month. Divided by 30 days and three meals per
day gives us an average per meal:
Each meal in BC is worth an average of $2.94
Divided by 0.544 kg per meal5:
1 KG OF RESCUED FOOD IN BC IS WORTH $5.40
Distilling your data down to a few key measures
allows you to evaluate the progress of your
program at a glance, and also gives you a valuable
communication tool. For example, Nanaimo
Loaves and Fishes recommends using the value
of the food you distribute, along with the cost
of operating your program, which gives you a
conversion ratio – how much good food they
distributed to the community, and how much
donated or granted funding they spent to do that:
$ value of food distributed

In BC, we estimated the average value of a kg
of food through the following calculation: The
BC Centre for Disease Control’s Food Costing
Report 2017 gives the average monthly cost of an
adequate, balanced food basket for a family of four
in BC as $1,019. This is incredibly valuable because
we primarily rescue minimally-processed, fresh
foods from grocery stores, so the type of food we
distribute should closely reflect what the BCCDC
was measuring, especially with consumer-level
values, which are different from the retailer or
farmer’s value. Additionally, their “family of four”
includes two adults and two children of different
ages, and they average between urban, rural and
remote communities in BC, giving us a sufficiently
general number for our purposes. With annual
inflation (and the past trajectory) that should be
approximately $1,060 in 2019, or $265 per person

$ costs of operating program
over the same time period

= YOUR CURRENT
CONVERSION RATIO

Nanaimo Loaves and Fishes started with a ratio of
less than $2 value to the community, per each $1
spent on operating the program. Over their first
four years they were able to bring that up to $6
value per $1 spent.
Set realistic targets and remember to focus on
the evolution of the program. For example, your
conversion ratio might “flatline”, indicating that
you’ve become as efficient as possible, but you
may still be able to increase your number of
recipient organizations, or reach more people by
helping those recipients serve more clients.

5 Weight of one meal as estimated by the US Department of Agriculture.
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To foster continuous improvement, invite feedback
from everyone involved in the food recovery and
redistribution process. Consider holding “focus
groups” with each of the types of partners in
your program – donors and recipients, as well as
your own staff/volunteers. Listen to your staff/
volunteers and acknowledge their needs.

Questions to consider asking stakeholders:
»» Donors:
• Is the service meeting their needs?
• Are your staff/volunteers fulfilling your
commitments?
»» Recipients:
• Is any food still going to waste?
What can be adjusted?
• Is the food appropriate to their needs?
What can be done – better communication?
»» Your own staff/volunteers (consider having them
think about this over the course of a week, so
they have time to identify answers):
• What would make their job easier, from small
wishes to big ideas?
• Where are bottlenecks happening?
• Where is waste happening and why?
• What ideas do they have to solve these or other
problems?

CONCLUSION: EVALUATION
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Sample MOU: Between a Donor and a Food Rescue Program
Memorandum of Understanding between __________________ and __________________
Whereas:
»» __________________ can donate unsold, perishable food to support __________________’s programs.
»» The two parties in this agreement are:
• __________________ (responsible for separation and storage of the food until pick-up).
• __________________ (responsible for pick up, tracking and redistribution of the food).
Responsibilities:
To fulfill the program goals, each party agrees to the following responsibilities:
__________________ Commits to:
»» Set aside and safely store food it chooses to donate
»» Have food ready for pick up at …… time OR with …… notice from __________________’s driver
__________________ Commits to:
»» Reliably pick up donated food
»» Provide training, resources and supervision to its staff and volunteers to ensure the food is handled,
stored and served in a safe manner according to all food safe authorities, and maintain a health
operating permit from the food safe authority
»» Collect data about the food received, including ……
»» Triage the food and redistribute to charitable organizations, or dispose as appropriate
»» Coordinate this redistribution and support the charities with best practices and resources
»» Work with __________________’s contact person to communicate project progress and report on data
»» Recognize that __________________ is protected from liability by the BC Food Donor Encouragement Act
Name of Signatory:__________________________
Organization:_______________________________
Location Address:____________________________
Business Number:___________________________
Signature:__________________________________
Date:______________________________________
Contact Person:_____________________________
Contact Phone:______________________________
Contact Email:______________________________

RESOURCES

Name of Signatory:__________________________
Organization:_______________________________
Location Address:____________________________
Food License Number:________________________
Signature:__________________________________
Date:______________________________________
Contact Person:_____________________________
Contact Phone:______________________________
Contact Email:______________________________
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Sample MOU: Between a Food Rescue Program and a Secondary Non-Profit
Memorandum of Understanding between __________________ and __________________
Whereas:
»» __________________ picks up rescued, perishable food that would otherwise have been wasted, and
redistributes this food to food service agencies in a safe and consistent manner.
»» __________________ can support __________________’s programs with rescued nutritious food.
»» The two parties in this agreement are:
• __________________ (responsible for pick up, redistribution and tracking of the food).
• __________________ (responsible for serving the Food and reporting on use of the food).
Responsibilities:
To fulfill the program goals, each party agrees to the following responsibilities:
__________________ Commits to:
»» Maintain relationships with food donors for reliable pick up of donated food
»» Collect data about the food received and redistributed, including ……
»» Triage the food and redistribute to food service agencies or appropriate disposal
»» Coordinate this redistribution with partners such as __________________ and support them with best
practices and resources
»» Work with __________________’s contact person to communicate project progress and track food
donations
__________________ Commits to:
»» Provide training, resources and supervision to its staff and volunteers to ensure the food is handled,
stored and served in a safe manner according to all food safe authorities, and maintain a health
operating permit from the food safe authority
»» Appreciate the perishable nature of the food, and inspect food for suitability before serving
»» Pick food up from the __________________ facility OR receive delivery for a fee ……
»» Track data on …… and report as requested to __________________’s contact
»» Engage with __________________’s contact regarding troubleshooting and best practices
»» Recognize that __________________ is protected from liability by the BC Food Donor Encouragement Act
Name of Signatory: __________________________
Organization:_______________________________
Location Address: ___________________________
Food License Number: _______________________
Signature: __________________________________
Date: ______________________________________
Contact Person: _____________________________
Contact Phone: _____________________________
Contact Email: ______________________________
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Name of Signatory: __________________________
Organization: _______________________________
Location Address: ___________________________
Charitable Number: __________________________
Food License Number: _______________________
Signature: __________________________________
Date: ______________________________________
Contact Person: _____________________________
Contact Phone: _____________________________
Contact Email: ______________________________
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Food Handling Best Practices
Food Safety
Food safety is a primary concern for food rescue
work. It is – and should be – a question that will
come up frequently, from partners, the public,
funders, etc. Your food safety procedures need
to be thorough and consistent to protect the
vulnerable people who consume the food you
handle.
The main elements of food safety for food
rescue programs are temperature control and
contamination prevention. See below, under
“Traceability” for more best practices.
Temperature:
»» High-risk/perishable food cannot spend more
than two hours total at dangerous temperatures,
warmer than 4°C, during handling:
• Including your transportation, sorting, storage,
and food preparation;
• Including at an organization you have
redistributed this food to;
• And including at the home of the final
recipient.
»» You only have direct control over the time food
spends in the “danger zone” during your own
food rescue process, but minimizing this leaves
more grace for the other stages. How will you
maintain the “cold chain” to ensure that highrisk food is kept below 4°C while in your control?
Including:
• When it is waiting for you at the donor’s facility
• When you’re transporting it
• When it’s stored at your facility
• When it is redistributed

RESOURCES

»» Food that is frozen should be kept below -18°C,
i.e. in “deep freeze”. If it begins to thaw, it should
be stored between 0 and 4°C instead, and treated
as refrigerated food, not frozen.
»» The exception is hot food, such as from a
catering company – it can’t have been exposed
to the public (i.e. put out on the buffet table for
service) and must be kept hot along the delivery
chain until used in a community meal, for
example. It may be easier to have the catering
company cool hot foods to a safe temperature
below 4°C before donating, and then the
receiving organization can reheat it.
»» Temperature should be able to be monitored
everywhere that high-risk food is stored –
coolers, fridges, freezers, etc. Some health
authorities will even require that you note and
record the temperatures every so many hours
so your staff/volunteers know quickly if a cooler
unit has malfunctioned, or can otherwise prove
food was kept at a safe temperature. Remember,
if a cooler fails you have a maximum of two
hours to move that food to safe storage.
Contamination:
»» Foods that have been exposed to potential
contamination cannot be served:
• Packages that arrive open or with a broken seal.
• Produce that is cut and not packaged, or is
split/burst.
• Prepared food that has been exposed to the
public, e.g.: catering or buffet food that spent
any time on the service table.
»» Keep chemicals, dirt and contaminated foods
away from good food, in separate areas if
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possible. This includes muddy farmers’ boots,
cleaning chemicals, rotten foods, and dirty bins.
Avoid having good food even travel through
these areas.
»» Keep ready-to-eat food (produce, deli, prepared
meals, snacks, salads, etc.) away from potential
sources of bacteria, especially raw meats. Store
raw meats on bottom shelves, where they can’t
drip on other foods.
»» Have hot-water hand-washing sinks in as
many convenient locations as possible. Hands
should be washed after all possible sources of
contamination, including:
• Sneezing or coughing into hand, even when
not sick
• Touching any part of the face
• Touching a phone, or computer
• Handling money
»» It’s a best practice to contract a pest control
agency to check for pests regularly and deal with
any problems quickly. Prevent pests by:
• Keeping food and materials off the ground
(to avoid nesting sites for rodents)
• Storing food in rodent-proof spaces or
containers (even food for livestock)
• Watching regularly for signs of pests
»» Surfaces and spaces within your facility should
be easy to clean. Have a cleaning and sanitizing
plan (and follow it!) detailing what to clean, how,
how often, and who is responsible:
• Food preparation surfaces and equipment
• Handles and knobs

Traceability
Being able to track food from source to consumer
is essential in the case of a health problem
that could be caused by improper handling or
contamination. Remember that the ultimate
recipients of the food are often vulnerable people
with compromised health. Was the problem caused
by the handling of a food at your facility? Or is a food
provider or receiving organization not following best
practices? May other people be at risk? Mistakes
happen, but a health inspector will want to
know these things, and your record-keeping may
help prevent further illness – and protect your
reputation.
Traceability means being able to trace where
food came from before you got it, and where it
went from there. Exercise your due diligence to
ensure food is received, handled, and sent away
as responsibly as possible. Consider subscribing
to the Canadian Food Inspection Agency’s food
recall warning email list to be kept up-to-date, and
requiring any organizations you redistribute to, to
do the same.
When receiving food, check its condition and
the storage/delivery space – is it clean? Free of
contamination? Cold enough? If possible, check
the temperature of the food to ensure it hasn’t
already warmed up to an unsafe temperature. If
it has, you’ll need to know how long it was at that
temperature (remember, maximum two hours
over its lifespan). Keep records for each batch
before you add it to your stock: the date, source,
weight, and at least the types of food. If you have
any reason to determine a batch of food is unsafe,
remember it doesn’t have to go to the landfill if it’s
still fit for livestock or composting.

• Cooler walls/surfaces
• Shelving
• Floors
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The same policies apply to redistribution. Check
the condition of each receiver’s vehicle or storage
space – is it clean? Free of contamination? Cold (or
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insulated) enough? Keep records for each batch of
food sent: date, recipient, weight, and at least the
types of food.
More specific data is better – such as the specific
brands and even Best Before dates of products
– but making tracking too complicated also
increases the chance that your staff/volunteers
will find it onerous and skip steps. Keep your
traceability procedures practical.

To test your traceability process, imagine a
charity that receives from you has an illness
report linked to an ingredient – e.g.: yogurt.
In real life you would start by ensuring the
incident is reported to your local health
authority and they would take care of
most of this process, but imagine working
backwards:
»» If the receiving organization can prove they
followed good handling procedures when they
stored and served the yogurt, could you verify
whether the yogurt came from you? If they
served it on March 10th and your records show
they picked up 15 lbs of dairy on March 9th, this
becomes possible – especially if their records
show they didn’t pick dairy up from anyone else
in the past week. You would want to ensure you
got all details, including the brand and type of
the yogurt.
»» The training your staff/volunteers have received
and the records they keep should be able to
testify that the food was safely handled while in
your care.
»» Can you then verify where that yogurt came
from? If you always move food within 24 hours,
it must have been received by you on March
9th or 8th. Your records should show all the
donors from that time period, and which of them
donated dairy.
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»» You should be able to contact each of the
possible source donors, and confirm details
such as the brands they sell, to narrow it down
further. The final list of possible sources would
need to be alerted of the issue, and the potential
need for them to verify the safe handling of their
donations, or whether there may be an issue
with their suppliers.
»» But don’t forget! You would also need to check
what other organizations received dairy from
you on March 8th or 9th and contact them to
dispose of any yogurt they received that matches
the same description. (It isn’t worth the risk of
serving it, even if the problem may have been
isolated to that single container.)

Distributing Past Best Before Dates
Foods with “expiry” dates (infant formula,
baby foods, nutritional supplements and meal
replacements) should not be distributed past the
printed date, as they no longer have the nutritional
values advertised.
However, “best before” (BB) dates on other foods
are not indicators of food safety, but are set by
manufacturers as a guarantee of traits like the
consistency of the food, colour, etc. These tend to
be conservatively set, but different foods do spoil
at different rates.
The table on the following pages give best
practices from Food Banks Canada’s Guidelines
for Food Shelf Life, for the length of time common
perishable foods may be distributed past their
given best before dates, assuming they are stored
at the given temperatures and in un-opened
packages. For whole produce without best before
dates, the time given is calculated from the day
received. Use your senses to evaluate foods
regularly as well, for signs of damage or premature
spoilage.
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Hot meals: 1 month
Sausages/ bacon: 1-2 months
Deli meats, shellfish, ground meat: 2-3 months Cooked whole poultry: 2 months
Cooked beef/ lamb/ pork: 3 months
High-fat fish (salmon/ char/ mackerel):
2-4 months
Tofu: 3-5 months
Veggie burgers: 6 months
Low-fat fish (cod/ tilapia): 6-8 months
Lamb/ pork: 6-9 months
Poultry pieces: 6-12 months
Beef: 9-12 months
Whole poultry: 12 months

Poultry, seafood/ fish, all ground meats:
1-2 days
Whole beef/ lamb/ pork, deli meats from
counter, tofu: 3-4 days
Sausages/ bacon, commercially packaged deli
meats: 7 days

All: less than 2 hours

Packaged & bulk meats
Poultry
Fish
Deli meats
Sausages
Vegetarian alternatives

Uncooked Meat, Seafood & Alternatives

Prepared salads, cold deli items, cooked fish/
shellfish: 1-2 days
Other cooked meats: 3 days
Hot meals: 2-3 days
Cut fruits/ vegetables: 3-4 days

All: less than 2 hours

Prepared/ mixed salads
Cold deli items (sandwiches/ etc.)
Hot meals
Cut fruits/ vegetables
Cooked meats

Deli Meals & Prepared Foods

**texture may change**
Yogurt/ kefir/ sour cream: 1-3 months
Sliced/ shredded cheeses: 2-3 months
Cream: 2-4 months
Milk: 3-4 months
Soft blocks cheese, processed/ cream cheese:
3-6 months
Ricotta/ cottage cheese: 4 months
Butter, margarine: 6 months
Hard blocks cheese: 6-12 months
Pasteurized liquid eggs & substitutes:
12 months

Dairy-based dips: 1-2 days
Milk: 2-3 days
Ricotta/ cottage cheese: 3-5 days
Cream; yogurt/ kefir/ sour cream; sliced/
shredded cheeses: 1-2 weeks
Butter: 1 month
Eggs in shell: 4-5 weeks
Soft blocks cheese, processed/ cream cheese:
1-2 months
Pasteurized liquid eggs & substitutes:
3 months
Margarine: 4-5 months
Hard blocks cheese: 3-6 months

All: less than 2 hours

Milk
Cream
Yogurt/ kefir/ sour cream
Ricotta/ cottage cheese
Cream cheese
Soft cheeses
Hard cheeses
Sliced/ shredded cheeses
Butter
Margarines
Processed/ cream cheese
Dairy-based dips
Eggs in shell
Pasteurized liquid eggs & substitutes

Dairy & Eggs

RESOURCES
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Room
Temperature Includes
Refrigerated (0-4°C)
Frozen on or before BB date
(-18°C or colder)

Leafy greens/ non-root vegetables: less than
2 hours
Tender fruits: less than 1 week
Harder fruits, fruits with skins: 1-2 weeks
Root vegetables: 1-6 weeks

Root vegetables (carrots/ beets/ parsnips/ etc.)
Leafy greens
Non-root vegetables (broccoli/ celery/ etc.)
Berries
Tender fruits (peaches/ nectarines/ plums)
Harder fruits (apples/ pears)
Fruits with skin (oranges/ bananas/ etc.)

Whole Fresh Produce

Breads: 2-3 days
Rolls, bagels, muffins: 1 week

Loaves
Rolls
Bagels
Muffins
Cookies, etc.

Baked Goods

Rolls, bagels, muffins: 1 month
Breads: 6 months

All: 2 weeks
Leafy greens: 1 day
Berries: 5-10 days
Non-root vegetables: 1-4 weeks
Tender fruits: 2-4 weeks
Harder fruits, fruits with skins; root vegetables:
1-2 months

Berries: 6-8 months
Pre-packed fruits & vegetables: 8-10 months
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Includes
Room
Temperature
Refrigerated (0-4°C)
Frozen on or before BB date
(-18°C or colder)

Legislation: BC’s Food Donor Encouragement Act
This Act is current to October 30, 2019

FOOD DONOR ENCOURAGEMENT ACT
[SBC 1997] CHAPTER 8
Assented to May 26, 1997
HER MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Assembly of the Province of British
Columbia, enacts as follows:
Liability of donor
1
A person who donates food, or who distributes donated food, to another person is not liable for
damages resulting from injuries or death caused by the consumption of the food unless
(a) the food was adulterated, rotten or otherwise unfit for human consumption, and
(b) in donating or distributing the food, the person intended to injure or to cause the death of any
person who consumed the food or acted in reckless disregard for the safety of others.
Liability of director, agent, etc.
2 A director, agent or employee of a corporation, or a volunteer who provides services or assistance
to a corporation, that donates food or that distributes donated food is not liable for damages resulting
from injuries or death caused by the consumption of the food unless
(a) the food was adulterated, rotten or otherwise unfit for human consumption, and
(b) in donating or distributing the food, the director, agent, employee or volunteer intended to
injure or to cause the death of any person who consumed the food or acted with reckless disregard
for the safety of others.
Application of Act
3 This Act does not apply to a person who distributes donated food for profit.

Copyright (c) Queen’s Printer, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada
Retrieved from: bclaws.ca/Recon/document/ID/freeside/00_97008_01
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E: foodhub@sourcesbc.ca
P: 604.596.0973

